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About This Content

Few know Ashley Harding is the daughter of Benny the Diamond, the East End's most feared underworld boss. But rather than
embrace a life of lawlessness and wealth, Harding chose to follow her dream of becoming an officer in the British Army. After
years earning the grudging respect of her male peers, Harding finally made captain - just as the Horzine nightmare erupted to
destroy her ambitions, drowning Harding's elite military unit in blood and madness. Now Ash is a one-woman army driven by

the need to push back the darkness and tear evil a new one.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English,French,German
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My favorite nutjob. She has her own lines, to boot. Would recomend even at full price.. One of the biggest things I like about
this skin is that it has a different voice when playing. I like having different voices while playing because it can get repetitive to
always hear the same mans voice. She has cleaver responses to what she wants when she is crying out for help and other things. I
really like this skin but as with the other skins in the game it doesn't give you an advantage while playing the play. Its just for
aesthetic purposes and is just for the people you are playing with. They get to enjoy it alot more then you do since they are
looking at her all the time. I really like this character and I highly recommend it to anyone who is a hard core player of Killing
Floor.. I love this charcter shes really the only good girl one from the other one that has the mask. i wish they would add more
girl charcters that are hot with a nice chest and tight outfits. most are all guys but i do like the robo you can get. i would wait till
its on sale to get here like i did.. I liked the fact that they added another female character and one that is not just a model to the
game. It is nice to look at but I feel like it is not worth the price normally and I would recommend buying it on sale and\/or in a
bundle.. $5 for a girl.. The first female playable character introduced into Killing Floor, she has a lot of upsides and one bad
downside.

Good

Really cool design
Liking those shades
Fits well into the game
Fits well with the commando class

Bad

The female voice makes me want to tear my ears off, I honestly cannot stand it and I wish there was a mod to give her the male
voices, I know that sounds stupid but I much more perfer a silly voice then a voice which angers me whenever I hear it.

Cool character, but horrible voice.
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A little too masculine for my taste, but she does what I tell her to do.. The fact that it didn't show up in the game at all keeps me
from writing an actual review.. "I'M DAMSEL IN DISTRESS HERE!"
"Trees, mutants, same thing."
"At least buy me a drink first."
"Watch it. That will ruin your high heels."
"Okay. You're cute. Work out much?". Buy it on sale! has a female voice so it changes a lot from male voice!. great dlc 10\/10 -
IGN
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